
Theme Aims/Objectives Resources (by Carine & Joanna) Assessment
01 Orientation
02 Orientation 2_Design your IB exams

Identity

1. Understand the meaning of "identity"
2. Analyze and visualize the important components of "identity"
3. Build connections between five senses and "identity"
4. Develop social skills through group collaboration

01 Identity mind map

1. Understand the meaning of "identity"
2. Analyze and visualize the important components of "identity"
3. Build connections between five senses and "identity"
4. Understand a short story about “identity"

02 Identity Reading comprehension check (Google 
Form)

1. Be able to analyze the text in terms of “imagery,” “mood,” 
“tone,” and “context”
2. Be able to understand the big concept in the story: change in 
one’s identity
3. Be able to communicate ideas clearly in English

03 Identity
Textual Analysis Discussion worksheet

Off-script lesson
Parts of Speech & Grammar
Parts of Speech_worksheet worksheet

Identity

04 Identity_review of Reading Comprehension
To be able to address “identity” in English 05 Identity_Oral Presentation
1. Be able to understand a speech on growth mindset
2. Be able to address the ideas on change and growth mindset in 
the target language
3. Be able to understand the implications of “change” from a 
psychological perspective

06 Identity_Growth Mindset vocabulary quiz

1. To be able to identify sequence words in a text
2. To be able to understand a text with sequence words
3. To be able to use sequence words to communicate simple ideas

07 Identity_sequence words
worksheet worksheet

1st midterm: paper exam (listening 
and reading)

Beliefs and Values

1. Develop the understandings of different holidays
2. Polish the communicative skills
3. Appreciate the culture and religious diversity

01 beliefs and values oral discussion

1.Understand how to make an effective discussion
2. Hone the communicative skills
3.Develop more understanding to culture diversity

02 beliefs and values
worksheet_group discussion
facilitator's worksheet

group discussion

1. To be able to understand the text “Deep Mapping”
2. To be able to demonstrate understanding of the text by answering questions03 beliefs and values_Reading comprehension of Deep mappingGoogle Form

04 beliefs and values_Post reading acitivity vocabulary quizz
Jamboard

05 beliefs and values_process writing writing task
expository writing in Great writing writing

2nd midterm: writing

Lifestyles

1. Polish communicative skills
2. Be able to generate more ideas about “invention”
3. Get used to the English spoken in different accents.
4. Relate the ideas of invention to the changemaker

01 lifestyles_early inventions discussion



Lifestyles

1.Grasp the main ideas and details of the assigned texts
2.Identify the skills and abilities assessed by the examiner
3.Hone the skill of communication and collaboration

02 lifestyles_question design
question design worksheet
early invention vocabulary quiz

worksheet

1. To understand when and how to use sense verbs
2. To be able to deduce the rules for sense verbs

Sense Verbs
rules for sense verbs worksheet

1. Be able to identify the key information in the assigned reading 
texts 
2. Understand the basic elements of an expository essay
3.Improve the ability to collaborate and communicate

03 lifestyles_expository writing
Expository writing worksheet
Writing Task

worksheet

To communicate personal opinions of “change” in lifestyles in 
English

04 lifestyles_wrap up discussion
lifestyles discussion_economy
lifestyles discussion_education
lifestyles discussion_food
lifestyles discussion_language
lifestyles discussion_medical care
lifestyles discussion_relationships
lifestyles discussion_Time
lifestyles discussion_Travel

group discussion

1. State the differences between different points of view (POV)
2. Describe a personal experience from a first person point of view.
3. Restate a personal experience from a third person point of view 
(limited & omniscient)
4. Explain the relationship of language and experiences

01 Experiences_POV writing task (padlet)

1. Comprehend  different types of conflicts in literature
2. Identify the conflicts and other key literary elements in the text
3. Explicate their thoughts
4. Improve speaking skills through peer feedback

02 Experiences_A Dark Day with Bright Spots
Literary techniques worksheet

oral presentation
worksheet

Off-script lesson

1. To be able to identify the formation of the following: present 
simple, past simple, present perfect, past perfect
2. To be able to explain how to use them in the given texts
3. To be able to tell the differences between these four tenses
4. To be able to use them appropriately in new context

tenses worksheet

Final: Individual oral


